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Chemical provenance of pre- to post-contact period copper and copper – rich alloy 

artifacts from archaeological sites in Nova Scotia, Canada: a laser ablation ICP-MS study 

 

By J.L. Whattam,  

August 29th 2014 

 

     Copper had cultural significance to the Mi’kmaq peoples of the Maritimes, and was 

used in the fabrication of tools and personal, ceremonial, gift, and trade wares.  In this 

study, LA-ICP-MS was used to characterize the trace elemental composition of artifacts 

from archaeological sites in Nova Scotia ranging from Early Woodland (2500-2400BP) to 

Protohistoric (450-350 BP) to European contact (1500+BP) periods in age, and samples of 

natural copper from potential sources with goals of: (i) differentiating artifacts derived 

from natural copper from those made from synthetic (refined) European (trade) copper and 

its alloys, and (ii) identifying the specific natural sources of copper that were exploited. 

The methodology used in this study improves on previous bulk analytical methods (e.g., 

INAA, XRF) that suffer from the presence of contaminating mineral phases within the 

copper volume analyzed and are more destructive. LA-ICP-MS analysis of 57 artifacts 

identified 10 compositional groupings with specific elemental 

enrichment/depletions/ratios, notably involving Ag, Pb, Hg, Bi, Zn and As. Most single 

artifacts are compositionally homogeneous with respect to the majority of elements with 

<20% relative variation in concentration over 8-10 ablation spots. Patinas show preferential 

enrichment (e.g., Fe, Sn, Zn, Au) and depletion (e.g., Ni, Co, Ge, Ag) relative to the fresh 

metal. However, differences in source composition are significant enough that the patina 

can be diagnostic of provenance. Three groups have definitive provenance determined: six 

artifacts from Cap d’Or, Nova Scotia (natural Cu), six from Margaretsville, Nova Scotia 

(natural Cu), and nine artifacts of European origin (refined Cu or Cu-Zn-Sn alloys). Seven 

remaining artifact groups have unknown provenance and, importantly, sources analyzed 

from Michigan, USA (Keweenaw Peninsula) are ruled out. Contrary to the Lake Superior 

model, copper deposits from the Bay of Fundy were important but many other sources of 

the metal are likely and require further investigation. 
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1.0 Introduction 

     The chemical microanalysis of archaeological materials by non-destructive methods 

allows insight into the manufacturing and origins of objects that are of considerable cultural 

or archaeological value.  For metallic artifacts in particular, which often present significant 

surface corrosion modifying primary composition, robust chemical characterization of 

fresh material has required invasive sampling methods and large sample volumes, 

primarily due to limitations in the analytical methodologies available to archaeological 

sciences historically. The preservation of sample integrity and appearance is a priority 

during collection, conservation, storage and study, and must be carefully reconciled with 

the desire to reduce uncertainties in provenance studies introduced when fresh metal cannot 

be accessed in an artifact.  

     In North America, there has been considerable work done to identify the origins of 

natural copper artifacts, ad to differentiate between natural and refined (European) copper 

and its alloys. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the first permanent settlers from 

Europe arrived in Nova Scotia to find it was inhabited by the Mi’kmaq, the indigenous 

group of people that had been living in Nova Scotia thousands of years before the arrival 

of the Europeans in the early 1600s (Morton, 1999). It has been heavily documented that 

the Mi’kmaq used materials such as animal hides and fur, bones, wood, and stones to make 

their clothing, jewelry and tools (Whitehead 1993, Leonard 1996, Whitehead et al 1998, 

Levine 1999, Rapp 2000, Bourque, 2001, Fenn 2001, Glascock & Neff 2003, Anselmi 

2004, Lattanzi 2007, Dussubieux et al. 2008, Lattanzi 2008). Another material favoured by 

the Mi’kmaq, was copper. As indigenous peoples slowly spread across North America, 

their spiritual connections to, and practical utilization of, raw materials including metals 
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changed continuously. In fact, creating and trading of goods amongst themselves and with 

other indigenous peoples led to the first commercial use of metals (Quimby, 1966; Bourqe, 

2001; Lattanzi, 2007; Levine, 2007; Cooper et al., 2008; Cooper, 2011). The importance 

of copper to the Mi’kmaq had also been increasing as migrations, settlements and discovery 

of new sources of the metal took place. Copper was used for a variety of purposes and in 

the archaeological record, objects of definitive purpose have been identified including trade 

“currency,” personal adornments and burial necessities for the afterlife in the form of 

talismans, beads (Rapp, 2000; Mulholland & Pulford 2007) and tinkling cones (Levine 

2007), and after European contact, the use of copper kettles for burial practices, practical 

use of vessels, and reworking into other objects listed here (Turgeon et al., 1990; Fitzgerald 

et al., 1993; Whitehead et al., 1998). The first use of copper in what is now Canada dates 

back to between 6800 BP (Ehrhardt, 2009) and 5560 BP (Beukens et al. 1992; Rapp & 

Hill, 2006) based on controlled archaeological stratigraphy (spatial relationships to other 

objects from these times) and radiocarbon dating methods. Later in the archaeological 

record for the Protohistoric period, it was known to be obtained from Europeans during 

trade involving the Spanish (Basque), and later the French, Dutch and English (Hancock 

et al. 1991; Whitehead, 1993; Rapp 2000; Lattanzi, 2006; Levine 2007; Klein et al 2010; 

Michelaki et al 2013).  

     To date there has been no scientific analytical studies done on pre-contact artifacts 

found in Nova Scotia in order to identify the sites of origin of their contained copper with 

respect to possible sources of this metal in the region, and elsewhere. In addition, there has 

been no work conducted to characterize contact-era artifacts through chemical analytical 

means. Several studies have been undertaken to discuss where indigenous peoples in some 
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areas of North America, (Ontario, Yukon, and the northeastern United States) procured 

their copper (Hancock et al., 1991; Fitzgerald et al., 1993; Levine 1996, 2007; Whitehead 

et al., 1998; Rapp et al., 2000; Fenn 2001; Junk, 2001; Lattanzi 2007, 2008; Mulholland & 

Pulford, 2007; Dussubieux et al., 2008; Hill, 2012), but no studies have been conducted in 

the Atlantic provinces with the exception of a single chemical analytical study of burial 

artifacts from three localities by INAA all found to be of European origin (Whitehead et 

al., 1998). The most commonly accepted theory with respect to the procurement of native 

copper for the creation of objects, is the Lake Superior model (Hancock et al., 1991; 

Levine, 1996, 2007; Rapp et al., 2000; Fenn, 2001; Lattanzi, 2007, 2008; Ehrhardt, 2009). 

Through this model, it has been widely accepted that any archaeological copper prior to 

European contact and trade, originated in the Lake Superior areas of Ontario (e.g., 

Mamainse Point) and Michigan (e.g., Keweenaw Peninsula). These locations were rich in 

large native copper deposits and were later mined commercially for over one hundred years 

(Rosemeyer, 2009, 2011). The deposit types in this area range from the volcanic red bed 

copper more typical of the Keweenaw Peninsula (Eckstrand et al., 1995), to less common 

stratiform sedimentary hosted copper deposits (ex. the White Pine Mine) (Brown, 1992; 

Eckstrand et al.,1995).  Many researchers appear to simply accept or assume that copper 

artifacts originated from the Lake Superior region such as Holmes (1901) and Reeder 

(1903), both of whom “presented [this model] as if it were a proven fact” (Levine, 2007). 

However some archaeologists have questioned this hypothesis (see Levine, 1996, 2007; 

Rapp et al., 2000; Fenn, 2001; Lattanzi, 2007, 2008; Hill, 2012),  and through careful 

chemical analysis by relative destructive means combined with statistical methods of data 

analysis, have shown that some artifacts found in the United States and central Canada 
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(Ontario, Quebec) were likely sourced from other copper mineralization throughout the 

northeastern United States and Nova Scotia (the Bay of Fundy Region).  

     This study involved the microanalyses by laser ablation inductively-coupled plasma 

mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) of 60 copper-based artifacts collected from 6 

archaeological sites representing sites of aboriginal habitation in Nova Scotia, Canada 

(Figure 1.1, Table 1.1), and 38 geological samples (native, naturally-occurring copper) 

from 15 deposits in Canada (Nova Scotia; Figure 1.2),  the United States (Michigan, 

Pennsylvania) and some international sources (Bolivia, the United Kingdom, Kazakhstan),  

Tables 1.1 and 1.2 summarize the characteristics of the artifacts and natural copper source 

samples analyzed. Some of the artifacts studied have been dated using archaeological 

methods and it is considered that the collection spans a time period through the Early to 

Late Woodland periods (2500-500 BP) and up to the contact period. However, little is 

known as to the original geological provenance of the copper found at the archaeological 

site localities. The application of LA-ICP-MS to in-situ trace element analysis is an 

appropriate method for archaeometry as it is a relatively non-destructive method (i.e., 

generating only microscopic pits invisible to the naked eye) compared to instrumental 

neutron activation analysis (INAA; requiring several hundred mg of sample) or X-Ray 

fluorescence (XRF; requiring a flat surface on the object greater than ~14 mm in diameter 

or a powder of minimum volume of several grams). The LA-ICP-MS method also achieves 

a much wider range of, and much lower detection limits for, trace elements compared to 

the other methods. 

     The main objectives of this study were (i) identify the source of native copper contained 

within artifacts recovered at various aboriginal archaeological sites across Nova Scotia, 
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and (ii) to evaluate and discuss the benefits of LA-ICP-MS as an analytical method for 

metallic archaeological objects. The study establishes recommendation for the analysis of 

archaeological materials by LA-ICP-MS, highlighting the rapid analysis of materials for a 

range of trace elements that is not possible by other typically used analytical means without 

substantial sample preparation and destruction. 

    In this study, whole artifacts were mounted and inserted into the ablation chamber, 

analyzed and removed intact with no visible damage. It is important to note that the 

majority of the previous work on North American copper artifacts (Levine, 1996; Rapp, 

2000; Kuleff and Pernicka, 1995; Rapp Jr., 1985; Mulholland and Pulford, 2007) used 

INAA to study trace element concentrations in native copper artifacts. Review of the data 

sets produced by these studies indicate that, in addition to their relative destructive nature, 

these applications of the methods above have revealed relatively large variations in copper 

chemistry from single artifacts and sources, likely due to contamination of the analytical 

volumes removed from the objects by inclusions of other mineral grains. More recently, 

LA-ICP-MS analyses of copper artifacts were done by Fenn (2001), Lattanzi (2007 and 

2008), Cooper (2008) and Hill (2012). Some concerns about the standards utilized for 

calibration of analyte sensitivities in these LA-ICP-MS studies were identified and a full 

description of the relative advantages and disadvantages of the LA-ICP-MS method 

follows in a discussion. 
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Figure 1.1 Geological map of study area (modified from Marche, 2014) depicting changes in rock 

type. Excavation sites shown. Software: QGIS Version 2.2 Data Sources: Nova Scotia Department 

of Communities, Culture and Heritage, Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources Disclaimer: 

Map not to be used outside of MNH/SMU research Datum & Projection: NAD 83 UTM Zone 20. 

Cartographer: Jennifer Marche. 
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Figure 1.2 Map of Nova Scotia showing geological units in the areas where native sources 

were collected. Modified from NS Department of Natural Resources online GIS Database. 
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Figure 1.3 All artifacts used in this study from the Nova Scotia Museum. Inset: Artifact 8609. 
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2.0 Methodology 

2.1 Sample selection and preparation 

     The samples used for this study comprised two different types: native copper samples, 

and archaeological copper-based samples. Native copper samples were purchased from 

private collections and sampled from larger specimens in the collections of the Nova Scotia 

Museum. Artifacts for this study were borrowed from the Nova Scotia Museum and come 

from collections that were discovered, assembled and characterized by provincial and 

private archaeologists Steve Davis, Michael Deal, Helen Sheldon, John Erskine and 

archaeology employees at Cultural Resources Management Inc. (Halifax) over a twenty 

year period (Cottreau-Robins, pers. comm., 2014). The collection includes artifacts from 6 

different sites with various types of artifact morphology (e.g., shape and/or type of object, 

size, preservation) represented (Table 1.1, Figure 1.3). Morphological descriptions follow 

those detailed by Leonard (1993). Archaeological samples suspected or known to have 

been used for burial purposes or in burial ritual were excluded from this study. 

2.1.1 Artifact copper 

     The archaeological samples were measured, catalogued and described prior to analysis 

using LA-ICP-MS. Owing to the size constraints of the laser ablation chamber, artifacts 

smaller than 2cm x 2cm x 2cm were selected to be analyzed with priority and larger 

artifacts were analyzed last with the maximum size possible being 6.1 cm x 3 cm x 0.1 cm. 

Samples ranged from worked nuggets to small decorative items such as tinkling cones and 

beads for necklaces, to fragments of rolled copper and copper-based alloy sheets of 

suspected European origin (Figure 1.3, Table 1.1). Artifacts larger than ~2.5 cm were 

carefully mounted in bricks of paraffin wax hollowed out to allow the artifacts to rest on 
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the brick and still be stable (Figure 2.1A). Samples smaller than ~2.5 cm were mounted in 

paraffin wax packing on top of, or within, the cores of drilled out cylindrical epoxy pucks 

(Figure 2.1B). This allowed for stabilization and levelling of the artifacts to be flush with 

the top of the surface of the sample holder to  ensure that they were as close to the sampling 

cone (and within laser and optical focus) as possible, while still allowing for movement of 

the sample stage, but without risking damage to their brittle, patina-covered surfaces. In 

total, 60 artifacts were analyzed and only 57 artifacts being used in provenance 

determination as one was modern Zn metal, and two artifacts were too corroded for 

accurate analyses to be obtained (i.e., no fresh metal remaining at depth in the objects). 

2.1.2 Natural copper source samples  

     A total of 38 samples of native (natural) copper samples were analyzed including 

multiple samples from single localities to allow assessment of site compositional 

homogeneity. Some of the samples came from private collections and others were accessed 

from the Nova Scotia Museum at the Museum of Natural History location. From each of 

the native copper samples, small fragments (<0.5 cm) were taken from each sample and 

mounted into epoxy pucks using Buehler Transoptic Powder, and a Buehler Simplimet 

1000 Automatic Mount Press at Saint Mary’s University. These pucks were then polished 

and ground down to expose fresh native copper without patina (Figure 2.1C).  

2.1.3 Analytical standards 

     Five certified standards were used for data reduction (external calibration of analyte 

sensitivities) and quality control (e.g., inter-standard determination of analytical accuracy). 

Three copper standards from MBH Labs ( United Kingdom; “residuals in refined copper” 

standard numbers 38X 27866, 39X 27869 and 39X 17872), as well as a silicate glass  
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Figure 2.1 Images of sample stages, mounts and ablation pits in copper artifacts. Photos 

courtesy of Dr. Catherine Cottreau – Robins, Nova Scotia Museum, and Dr. Jacob Haney, 

Saint Mary’s University. A) Larger irregular artifacts in laser ablation chamber tray, mounted 

in paraffin wax. B) Smaller artifacts mounted in hollow epoxy pucks with paraffin wax 

holding each artifact in place. C) Three natural source samples of native copper mounted into 

an epoxy puck. D) SEM–BSE image of laser ablation pits in an artifact after ablation, showing 

fresh copper at depth (bright white) and corrosion products (patina) comprised of Cu-Fe-O-

OH-Cl. E) SEM - SE image of ablation pits F) Enhanced SEM image of an ablation pit with 

melted copper flaring around the pit and surrounding ablation ejecta.  
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 (SRM610) and a pressed sulfide powder pellet (MASS1) standard from NIST (National 

Institute of Standards and Technology) were utilized. Preliminary study of the ablation 

quality and composition of other certified reference materials, (e.g., NIST400; unalloyed 

copper VII) showed that while the samples were relatively homogeneous, the ablation 

characteristics of the samples were unusual, showing a lack of coupling of the laser with 

the sample and an inverse correlation between Cu isotope count rate and fluence. The 

reasons for this poor ablation behavior is unclear. Table 2.1 summarizes standards used for 

quantification of specific elements and Table 3.1 summarizes reported vs determined 

element concentrations for the respective standards.  

2.2 Laser ablation ICP-MS method and data reduction protocol 

2.2.1 Instrumentation and operating conditions 

     All artifacts used in this study were analyzed by LA-ICP-MS for trace elements at the 

University of New Brunswick, Department of Earth Sciences. The system used comprised 

a Resonetics RESOlution M-50 (193 nm Ar-F Excimer) with S-155 Laurin Technic Cell  

coupled to an Agilent 7700x quadrupole ICP-MS. Ablation was carried out at a fluence of 

~4 J/cm2. And at a repetition rate of 2.5 Hz with 10 measurements taken in each artifact or 

sample as a series of 90 μm-diameter pits (Figure 2.1 D-F). Ablation aerosols were 

transported to the ICP-MS using a He-Ar mixture (300 mL/min He, and 930 mL/min Ar). 

Complete analytical and data acquisition/reduction parameters are summarized in Table 

2.1. 

2.2.2 Quantification and data reduction schemes 

     Raw laser ablation data was reduced using the Iolite data reduction software package 

that runs in the Igor Pro compiler (version 6). Reference standard files were prepared from  
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certified element concentration data provided for each standard by MBH laboratories. 

Regularly during LA-ICP-MS measurements, standards (MBH copper standards SRM610 

and MASS1) were analyzed to allow evaluation of analytical accuracy and precision, and 

the homogeneity of the standards. To do this, each standard was treated as an unknown 

sample and quantified using the other standards (e.g., MBH66 treated as unknown with its 

trace element concentrations quantified using MBH69 to calibrate analyte sensitivities). A 

full compilation of the inter-standard quality control exercise is summarized in Table 3.1.  

Raw data for blocks of 8-20 artifacts were quantified using each of the five standards. Then, 

a comparison of the resulting data was done in order to evaluate internal consistency. With 

the exception of a few elements that could only be quantified using MASS1 because they 

were not present in the MBH standards (e.g., Mn, Ga, Mo, Hg), all data reported were 

quantified using the MBH standards. No data are reported using the SRM610 standard for 

quantification due to matrix mismatch. Copper was used as an internal standard for 

quantification, and was set to 99 wt% Cu for all natural copper samples and artifacts (with 

the exception of some European-sourced artifacts.) For some artifacts suspected as not 

being ~pure Cu (European refined Cu-Sn-Zn alloys) based on their appearances on fresh 

surfaces, SEM-EDS spectra were obtained and quantified in order to determine the 

appropriate Cu concentration to use for quantification (e.g., artifacts 8606 [95.5 wt% Cu] 

8607 [92.2 wt% Cu], 002 [97.03 wt% Cu] 8609 and 8605 [95 wt% Cu], 20 [95.24 wt% 

Cu] 19 [69.25 wt% Cu] 819 [83.60 wt% Cu] and 8604 [67.04 wt% Cu].)  Since objects 

were variably coated in patina (Figure 2.1F) and the thickness of this patina could not be 

determined before analysis, signals were examined closely to identify maximum depth (in 

time of ablation) at which a patina of different composition occurred. This could be 
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identified readily in transient signals (Figure 2.2, 2.3) as the time during ablation at which 

point specific elements preferentially depleted (e.g., Ag) and enriched (e.g., Au, Mn) in the 

patina showed an increase or decrease, respectively, in measured isotope count rate to a 

relatively constant level (see portions of signal interval labelled “patina” and “fresh metal” 

in Figure 2.2C). Additionally, count rates for 65Cu appeared to initially be low at the start 

of the signal and then rise but remain variable in the patina, followed by an interval of 

constant 65Cu count rate (e.g., Figure 2.2C). The maximum duration of ablation that the 

transition from apparent patina to fresh metal was observed was approximately half of 

duration of the total ablation (~10s). On the basis of these criteria, ablation signals were 

reduced into two separate groups to generate a separate quantified data set for: (i) the 

shallow part of the ablation profile (patina) ablation time starting one second into ablation 

and ending ten seconds into ablation, and (ii) the deep part of the ablation profile (fresh 

metal), starting eleven seconds into ablation and ending one second from the end of 

ablation.  

2.3 Data manipulation 

     Once the data was quantified for each of the two signal portions (shallow and deep), it 

was filtered for analyses below detection limits. Additionally, examination of the transient 

signals showed the presence of anomalous peaks (“spikes” in signal intensity) that likely 

represent contaminating mineral particles, present even in the fresh metal (Figures 2.2 and 

2.3).  During data reduction, many of these particles contributed to anomalously high 

reported concentrations for the ablation intervals quantified resulting in outliers within 

blocks of 8-10 analyses of each sample for some elements. Outliers were excluded, the 

remaining analyses were averaged and a standard deviation was calculated for each 
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element in each sample, and the results were then plotted into spider diagrams allowing a 

preliminary graphical determination of compositional similarities between artifacts. 

Artifacts with similar trace element chemistry were sorted into categories for comparison 

with natural source copper analyses.  
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Figure 2.2 Transient LA-ICP-MS signal (cps) vs time (s) for measured isotopes from three 

ablations of artifact 99 (suspected natural copper). Red arrows highlighting peaks in signal 

intensities. A) Cu, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ga, Hg, and Bi with Bi, Mn and Fe “spikes” highlighted. 

B) Cu, Zn, Sn, Sb, Te with Sb and Sn “spikes” highlighted. C) Cu, As, Ag, Au, and Pb, 

with Pb and Ag “spikes” highlighted. Also labelled in this frame are the interpreted 

intervals of patina (e.g., elevated 197Au and 56Mn, lower 107Ag and low to variable 65Cu) 

and fresh metal (e.g., where these isotope count rates drop rise and level out respectively. 
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Figure 2.3 Transient LA-ICP-MS signal (cps) vs time (s) for measured isotopes from three 

ablations of artifact 99 (suspected natural copper). Red arrows highlighting peaks in signal 

intensities. A) Cu, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ga, Hg, and Bi. B) Cu, Zn, Sn, Sb, Te with Sn and Te “spikes” 

highlighted. C) Cu, As, Ag, Au, and Pb, with Pb and Ag “spikes” highlighted. Relative to 65Cu, 

many elements appear elevated in the first ~10s of the signal in the refined European copper, 

representing the patina coating. 
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3.0 Results 

3.1 Analyses and comparisons of standards 

     The composition of the four key standards (three MBH copper standards; MASS1 

sulfide) used in this study were compared to each other by setting one standard as analyte 

sensitivity calibrant against another standard as an unknown. The LA-ICP-MS data for 

each standard quantified by each of the other standards were compared to the reference 

certificates provided by MBH Laboratories and NIST to estimate analytical accuracy and 

standard homogeneity (Table 3.1), and to deduce which standard was the most appropriate 

to quantify each element in the artifacts. To further evaluate the feasibility of each standard 

for specific elements through a check for internal consistency, analyses of artifacts 

quantified by each standard were compared against each other (Figure 3.1). After careful 

scrutiny of the results attained for each standard, compared to the certified references, it 

was determined that each standard would only be appropriate to quantify specific elements 

as outlined below and in Table 2.1. Selection of the most appropriate standard for each 

individual element was based on selection of the standard yielding the greatest accuracy 

and precision for elements reported. Figure 3.1 shows comparison of analyses of two 

artifacts with very different trace element concentrations, one of suspected European origin 

(8604) and one of suspected North American (natural copper) origin (99), based on 

archaeological evidence (not this study). In this figure, comparison of quantified (mean of 

10 analyses ± 2 s.d.) trace element concentrations by external calibrant 72 vs. 66, 69 vs. 

66, and 72 vs. 69 are shown.   
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Figure 3.1 Comparisons of quantified concentrations of trace elements in copper artifacts using 

different standards for external calibration of analyte sensitivities. Each panel shows the 

concentration in ppm of trace elements quantified by the listed external standard, compared to that 

of the same artifact quantified by another external standard. The red line in each tile represents a 

linear relationship with a slope of 1. Data points show mean element concentration (10 analyses) ± 

2 s.d. on the mean value. A) Artifact 99, concentration of trace elements quantified by standard 72, 

vs those quantified by standard 66. B) Artifact 8604, concentration of trace elements quantified by 

standard 72, vs those quantified by standard 66. C) Artifact 99, concentration of trace elements 

quantified by standard 69, vs those quantified by standard 66. D) Artifact 8604, concentration of 

trace elements quantified by standard 69, vs those quantified by standard 66. E) Artifact 99, 

concentration of trace elements quantified by standard 72, vs those quantified  by standard 69. F) 

Artifact 8604, concentration of trace elements quantified by standard 72, vs those quantified by 

standard 66.  
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     By the methods discussed above, evaluation of the standard MBH 38X27866 

(henceforth referred to as 66) proved that it was the most appropriate standard to use for 

Fe, Ge, Au, Pb, and Bi.  Evaluation of the standard MBH 39X 27869 (henceforth referred 

to as 69) provide that it was the most adequate standard to use for P, S, Cr, Co, Ni, Zn, As, 

Ag, Cd, In, Sb, and Te. Evaluation of the standard MBH 39X 17872 (henceforth referred 

to as 72) proved that it was the most adequate standard to use for Sn. Overall, standard 69 

proved to be the best with good ablation behavior and the majority of elements reporting 

the closest to the certified values, and was used for the majority of elements quantified in 

this study. Elements not quantified using standard 69, 66, or 72 were those that were not 

certified or even quantified from MBH Laboratories (Mn, Ga, Mo, and Hg) thus MASS01 

was used. Other elements quantified by 66 and 72, were not inaccurately quantified by 

standard 69. Rather, they were just more accurately quantified by the other two standards. 

Notably, many elements were not being reported in standard 72 accurately (Table 3.1). 

3.2 Comparison of patina and fresh metal composition, and sample homogeneity 

     Comparison of the first and last ~10 seconds of ICP-MS transient signals (Figure 3.2) 

allowed for the differences in composition of the altered surface patina and the fresh metal 

of the artifacts to be evaluated. Repeated analyses of four artifacts – two of “European” 

origin (8604 and 8606), and two of “North American” origin (99 and RLAKE) – were used 

for comparison of the composition of patina (corrosion products) and fresh (unaltered) 

copper or alloy. 

   Figure 3.2 shows that the majority of elements are reported in higher concentrations in 

the patina relative to the fresh metal. What is relevant from this comparison is analyses of 

patina, containing a lower concentration of Cu than fresh metal (due to the presence of Fe, 
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Figure 3.2 Comparison of trace element concentrations (ppm) in patina (y-axis; first 9 seconds of 

ablation profile) and core copper (x-axis; last 9 seconds of ablation profile). The red line represents 

a linear relationship with slope 1. Data points show mean element concentration (10 analyses) ± 2 

s.d. on the mean value. A) Artifact 8604; B) Artifact 8606; C) Artifact 99; D) Artifact RLAKE.   
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P, H2O and other elements forming the patina compounds), will overestimate trace element 

concentrations during data reduction. The exact wt% Cu content of weathering and 

corrosion products is unknown. Elements that are actually enriched in the patina relative 

to the fresh metal would be expected to show concentrations much higher (i.e., farther away 

from the 1:1 line) than those elements apparently enriched in the patina solely due to the 

overestimation of the Cu content of the patina during internal standardization in the data 

reduction.   For example, in artifact 99 (Figure 3.2C) enrichments in Zn, Sn, Fe, As, and 

Au are seen in the patina, whereas elements such as S, Sb, Co, Ni, and Ge show increased 

concentration in the fresh metal. By evaluating ablation intervals for patina and fresh metal, 

one is able to evaluate if the patina is representative of the composition of the fresh metal 

underneath. If the same relative concentrations of trace elements are observed in the patina 

and fresh metal (i.e., elements are all over-reported by the same magnitude owing to 

uncertainty in patina composition) then patina analysis may still be appropriate for 

chemical provenance studies. However, if patina and fresh metal compositions show no 

systematic shift from one another, the patina is not representative. For this study, the former 

case held true and few objects showed variable enrichment or depletion in metals in the 

patina, with the exception of several of the artifacts comprised of refined copper and 

copper-based alloys from Europe. Ideally, analysis of the actual patina to determine its Cu 

content is preferred but this was not done in the present study. For this study it was not a 

requirement to use the patina data, as fresh metal was accessed during each ablation. 

        Understanding that many of the concentration relationships are similar in the patina 

of the artifact negates the requirement to drill into the artifact to expose fresh copper to 

determine provenance, reinforcing the value of this methodology over previously used bulk 
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analytical methods. European objects composed of alloys are clear exceptions to this, 

notably where they contain Zn. Dussubieux et al. (2008) showed a preferential depletion 

in Zn concentration in artifacts that were highly oxidized, weathered, and corroded, even 

in the fresh metal.  

     All of the artifacts and potential source samples were analyzed 8-10 times for statistical 

purposes as well to test sample homogeneity. These four artifacts had each ablation shot 

compared to the other nine shots of each respective artifact. Spider diagrams showing the 

individual (not mean) analyses of fresh metal in the same four artifacts used for the patina 

vs. fresh metal comparison can be found in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Artifact 8604 shows minor 

variation in Sb, Mn, Cr and Te (< 20% relative variability). Artifact 8606 shows much 

larger variation from one shot to another (up to an order of magnitude variation) with the 

largest variations noted in Zn and Mn. However, the variations are systematic and the 

pattern of relative trace element concentrations is very similar from one shot to another 

across the entire variation in concentration. This may be expected for refined copper or 

copper-based alloy specimens that should not contain mineral inclusions but may show 

spatial variations in the purity of the metal or alloy. For naturally occurring copper, 

variations in trace element composition are expected to be less systematic from one 

analysis to another and can be attributed to inclusions of minerals that bear the variable 

trace elements in question (Figures 2.2, 2.3).  Artifact RLAKE, for example, shows a much 

greater variability than artifact 99 and the variation in trace element concentration from 

shot to shot are very non-systematic in artifact RLAKE. Overall, while the analytical 

precision that partly reflects sample homogeneity is specific to each object, it was observed 

that for the majority of objects analyzed, trace element concentrations showed <30% 
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variation from shot to shot (and typically no more than 20%), and where variation was 

observed it was systematic in natural copper artifacts, allowing for confidence in the degree 

of certainty for provenance assignment.  

     Standards, and all of the shots were averaged, approximately 40 shots per standard. 

Using the appropriate standard for quantification, as outlined in Table 2.1, it can be seen 

that the concentrations of elements for each standard reported in Table 3.1, are very close 

to the certified references, and that standards themselves, show good homogeneity using 

statistical means. 

3.3 Source chemistry  

     Samples used for provenance evaluation came from six general locations: Nova Scotia, 

Canada; Michigan, USA; Pennsylvania, USA; Cornwall, UK; Bolivia and Kazakhstan. 

(Table 3.2, Figure 3.5). Elements that prove to be diagnostic of source locations are Fe, Ni, 

Zn, As, Mo, Ag, Pb, Cd, In, Sn, Sb, Te, Au, Hg, and Bi, with emphasis on the relationships 

between the concentrations of Ag and Pb; Hg and Bi; Zn and As;  and in some cases the 

relationship between Sn, Sb and Te. Table 3.2 lists average concentration of all elements 

for each source location used in this study.  
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Figure 3.3 Comparison of the concentration of trace elements (ppm) determined for each individual 

laser ablation shot. A) Artifact 8604, good homogeneity. B) Artifact 8606 low homogeneity, 

variation between each shot. 
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Figure 3.4 Comparison of the concentration of trace elements (ppm) determined for each individual 

laser ablation shot. A) Artifact RLAKE, low homogeneity B) Artifact 99, moderate - high 

homogeneity. 
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3.3.1 Nova Scotia, Canada  

     Samples of Nova Scotian copper (figure 3.5A) were sampled from private collections 

and the Nova Scotia Museum collection. The private collection yielded sixteen samples of 

copper from Cap d’Or, and the samples from the Nova Scotia Museum yielded four 

samples from Margaretsville.  Margaretsville copper samples contain on average higher 

Ag concentration (81.9 ppm) than Pb concentrations (0.059 ppm), moderately higher Hg 

(2.05 ppm) concentrations than Bi concentrations (0.516 ppm), and low Zn concentrations 

(0.534 ppm) compared to As concentrations (0.581 ppm). Cap d’Or samples contain 

moderate Zn vs As relationships (136 and 0.998 ppm respectively) (Table 3.1) lower Ag 

vs Pb (16.3 ppm vs 15.8 ppm respectively) and Hg (2.16 ppm) vs Bi (0.114) relationships. 

3.3.2 Cornwall, UK 

     Source samples from Cornwall, UK (Figure 3.5 B) have high As vs Mo relationships 

(46.9 ppm vs 0.035 ppm) as well as a significantly higher Ag: Pb relationships (209 vs 

0.067 ppm). It has the highest Ag concentration of the non- North American copper sources 

(Figure 3.5B). Copper from Cornwall also has been slightly enriched with Hg (4.74 ppm) 

in comparison to Hg found in coper from Bolivia (1.79 ppm) and Kazakhstan (2.36 ppm).  

3.3.3 Michigan, USA 

Samples from Michigan were collected from six different copper producing areas within 

the Great Lakes Region of North America (Figure 3.5C). Three from the Keweenaw  
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Figure 3.5 Trace element discrimination diagrams showing elemental concentrations (ppm) for all 

source samples of native copper. These samples were not reduced by their respective concentrations 

of copper as we knew they were natural native copper that had not been smelted. A) Nova Scotian 

copper from Cap d’Or and Margaretsville locations. B) Copper from Cornwall, UK. C) Michigan 

copper showing six samples taken from six different copper producing mines located in three 

different copper counties. D) Bolivian Copper. E) Pennsylvanian copper from Adam’s County F) 

Copper from Kazakhstan.  
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County (Phoenix Mine, Central Mine and Copper Falls), two from Houghton County (Isle 

Royale, and Osceola Mine), and one from the Ontonagon County (White Pine Mine). Many 

of the trace element signatures for all of the Michigan samples were consistent amongst 

the other samples, with notably high Ag (56.9 – 205 ppm) low Pb (0.007 – 0.016 ppm), 

moderate (1.35 – 3.62 ppm) and low Bi (0.005 – 0.028 ppm).  Significantly different from 

the Nova Scotian samples, the Michigan copper shows an enrichment in As (8.51 – 26.1 

ppm) with respect to Zn (0.197 – 0.288 ppm) whereas Cap d’Or samples have slightly 

higher  concentration of Zn compared to As, and Margaretsville samples have a moderately 

lower concentrations of Zn than As. Michigan samples show homogeneity and consistency 

between each of the samples (Figure 3.5C) however some variation exists in the 

concentration of Zn, Sn, Sb, and Te, between all of the different mines, which given enough 

analyses of artifacts from that location, could give us knowledge on exactly which mine or 

deposit the aboriginal peoples were procuring their copper.  

3.3.4 Bolivia 

     Bolivian copper from Le Paz, has a very limited concentration of trace elements. 

Relative to the other sources used in this study, Bolivian copper is nearly pure (Figure 3.5 

D). The greatest enrichments are found in Ag and Hg, however they are not enriched to the 

same scale as compared with the North American samples. Hg and Ag on average are only 

present in concentrations of 2.36 and 79.6 ppm respectively in Bolivian copper, whereas 

in the North American samples, Ag, Hg and Pb can get into the hundreds of ppm level, 

showing more impurities in the sources from North America. 
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3.3.5 Pennsylvania, USA 

     Copper from Adam’s County, Pennsylvania (Figure 3.5E), had trace element chemistry 

similar to those of Michigan in terms of overall trace element signatures, with the exception 

of select elements, for example As and Mo. Pennsylvanian copper has As concentrations 

in the range of hundreds of ppm with the average concentration being 392 ppm, and Mo 

concentrations so low that the average concentration is 0.007 ppm. In the copper samples 

from Michigan, As concentrations only range between 8.51 and 26.1 ppm and Mo 

concentrations in Michigan range between 0.117 and 0.220 ppm. Another exception is the 

Pb to Cd relationships. In Michigan samples, the concentration of Pb is lower than that of 

Cd (0.007 – 0.016 ppm Pb vs 0.051 – 0.068 ppm Cd). Pennsylvanian samples show a higher 

Pb concentration than that of Cd, 0.067 and 0.006 ppm respectively.  

3.3.6 Kazakhstan 

     Copper from Kazakhstan (Figure 3.5F) is similar to that of Bolivia, as both samples do 

not contain high concentrations of impurities via trace elements. The copper samples from 

Kazakhstan also contain enrichments of Ag and Hg, however they are more concentrated 

than the impurities in Bolivia with the average concentration of Ag being 79.6 ppm and Hg 

being 2.36 ppm.  

3.4 Artifact chemistry 

     A total of fifty seven artifacts, (Figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.8; Table 3.3) of the collection of sixty, 

were analyzed for this study. Artifacts 218, 818 and 82, were excluded from further 

comparisons with copper sources, as it was determined that these sources were modern 

metal alloys containing abundant Zn, Fe and Sn and originating with gun metals and Cu-

Zn-Sn alloys from the 1900s. Each of the artifacts were sorted into a specific provenance 
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group based on their trace element signatures. For this study, provenance determination 

was based on the concentration of Fe, Ni, Zn, As, Mo, Ag, Pb, Cd, In, Sn, Sb, Te, Au, Hg 

and Bi, relative to each other in a given artifact. Emphasis was placed on the relationships 

between Ag and Pb, Hg and Bi, and Zn and As. To further sub-divide, some artifacts were 

separated based on the concentration of Sn vs the concentration of Sb, however that 

separation is not required. Using these element concentration relationships, ten artifact 

groupings are created. 

3.4.1 Group I 

     Group one is the collection of artifacts that are not pure native copper and in fact are 

either alloys or smelted copper with high Fe impurities. When reduced by Fe, these artifacts 

show enrichments in Zn, Ag, Pb, In, Sb, Au, and Bi. Significant differences that set the 

group one artifacts (2, 19, 20, 819, 8604, 8605, 8606, 8607, and 8609) apart from the others 

is the presence of an enrichment (relative to other elements) of Au in these artifacts. Au is 

present in these artifacts between 0.91 ppm to 470.9 ppm which is a much wider range and 

higher concentrations than the other provenance groups. Notable differences in elements 

exist in As (range between 177 and 10140 ppm), Te (0.05 and 64.12 ppm), and Hg (0.032 

and 1366 ppm) (Figure 3.6A & B) which means that while we can safely assume that these 

artifacts are very similar in origin, there is some variation among the exact provenance of 

each copper artifact, or the smelting techniques that went into making them. For further 

details see Hodge et al. (in prep.) 
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Figure 3.6 Discrimination diagrams for the first four provenance groupings. A) Group I – not 

reduced by iron B) Group I – reduced by iron C) Group II – not reduced by iron D) Group II – 

reduced by iron E) Group III – not reduced by iron F) Group III – reduced by iron G) Group IV – 

not reduced by iron H) Group IV – reduced by iron. 
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Figure 3.7 Discrimination diagrams of groups V, VI and VII A) Group V – not reduced by iron B) 

Group V – reduced by iron C) Group VI – not reduced by iron D) Group VI – reduced by iron E) 

Group VII – not reduced by iron F) Group VII – reduced by iron. 
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Figure 3.8 Discrimination diagrams of the last three provenance groupings. A) Group VIII – not 

reduced by iron B) Group VIII – Reduced by iron C) Group IX – not reduced by iron D) Group 

IX – reduced by iron E) Group X – not reduced by iron F) Group X – reduced by iron.  
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3.4.2 Group II 

     Group two (Figure 3.6C & D) only contains two artifacts (64, 230). This group contains 

very low concentration relationships for the indicator elements and nearly matches the 

artifacts found in group three. These two artifacts have a low Ag vs Pb relationship (8.02 

– 26.05 ppm vs 6.86 – 7.59 ppm), and moderate Hg vs Bi relationship (6.42 – 22.97 ppm 

vs 0.18 – 0.55 ppm). The relationship that makes group two unique however, is the 

concentration of Zn (53.06 – 144 ppm) vs that of As (50.4 – 87.81 ppm). Most of the other 

groups have much higher concentrations of Zn, generally double or higher the 

concentration of As, however in this case there is not as big of a range. Larger scale 

differences are seen in the concentration of Sn (0.083 and 13.1 ppm) as well as the 

relationships between Ag and Pb, (Figure 3.6C&D). Artifact 64, has a higher concentration 

of Ag with respect to Pb (26.1 vs 7.59 ppm), whereas artifact 230 has a very small 

relationship between Ag and Pb (8.02 vs 6.86 ppm).  

3.4.3 Group III 

     Artifacts in groups one through four, are all different than the last six groups, as they all 

contain extremely low Ag vs Pb relationships, in some instances, there are even artifacts 

that have diagnostically high Pb and low Ag as is the case with group four. Group three 

(Figure 3.6E& F) has an interesting Ag to Pb relationship, as they are both present in almost 

equal quantities. In fact, artifact 8579 has a Ag concentration of 226 ppm and a Pb 

concentration of 212 ppm. Relationships between Hg and Bi are low, with Hg still being 

more enriched than Bi (0.38 – 27.63 ppm s 0.06 – 7.51 ppm), and Zn to As relationships 

that are still high (60.9 – 5921 ppm vs 1.54 – 127 ppm). In group three, the concentration 

of Sn (1.45 – 170 ppm) is greater than the concentration of Sb (0.05 – 8.16 ppm), however 
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the Sb: Te relationships are lower than in the first four groupings which sets this group 

apart. The highest average concentration of Sb is 8.16 ppm and the highest concentration 

of Te is only 2.38 ppm, nearly four times higher. Artifacts 8566, 8579, 8580, 8594, and 

8597, all belong to provenance group five. These artifacts show good homogeneity (Figure 

3.5E& F) in the overall trace element patterns for the group, however very slight 

differences are seen in the ranges of Cd (0.25 – 11.8 ppm), In (0.002 – 2.86 ppm), Te (0.09 

– 2.38 ppm) and Bi (0.06 – 7.51 ppm), yet if the patterns between Zn and As, as well as 

Ag and Pb are examined closer, we see the same continuous relationships, albeit at slightly 

higher or lower orders of magnitude. 

 

3.4.4 Group IV 

     The fourth provenance group (Figure 3.6G & H) is characterized by high concentrations 

of As vs Zn (65.36 – 139 ppm vs 36.2 – 41.7 ppm), high Pb vs Ag (102 – 112 ppm vs 12.4 

– 14.9 ppm), and high Hg vs Bi (3.23 – 7.19 vs 0.03 – 0.64) relationships. However artifacts 

classified in this group also have relatively high enrichments in Mo as compared with the 

rest of the copper collection (18 and 36 ppm). Indium, Te, Au and Bi are all comparable to 

the depletions of these elements in other artifacts (tenths to hundredths of ppm), yet the 

majority of the other artifacts have depletions of Mo as well. Artifacts 99 and 211 are the 

two sole artifacts that have anomalously high concentrations of Mo. The most notable 

differences in chemistry between these two artifacts is the difference in Sn and Bi 

concentrations. Artifact 211 has a greater concentration in Bi and Sn (0.64 ppm and 2.64 

ppm respectively), making it have a lower Hg vs Bi relationship, and a higher Sn: Sb 

relationship as compared with artifact 99 which has 0.03 ppm Bi and 1.09 ppm Sn. 
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3.4.5 Group V 

     The fifth provenance group (Figure 3.7A &B) is where we begin the high Ag vs Pb 

relationships instead of the low Ag vs Pb or high Pb vs Ag relationships. This provenance 

group contains artifacts 2015, 1949, 5377, 8568 and 8569. Diagnostically high 

relationships for this group are seen in Ag vs Pb, Hg vs Bi, Zn vs As. The range of silver 

concentrations is between 87 and 281 ppm, whereas the range for Pb is significantly smaller 

and is only between 0.31 and 3.47 ppm. Hg values range between 0.06 and 386 ppm yet 

the Bi values are low again and only run between 0.01 and 0.1 ppm. The relationships 

between Zn and As are also favourable to Zn (24.1 – 157 ppm) when compared to the small 

range of As concentrations (1.24 – 8.52 ppm). What separates this group apart from group 

six, is the relationship between Sn and Sb. They share similar concentration ranges (0.13-

0.45 ppm for Sn and 0.06 – 0.49 ppm for Sb) yet are significantly higher than those of Te 

which only range between 0.01 and 0.08 ppm. This is one of the groups that must be 

differentiated using the relationship between Sb and Sn, as it bears a strong resemblance to 

the chemistry of artifacts in the sixth provenance group. Differences are seen in the 

concentration of In (0.00 and 0.47 ppm) as well as the orders of magnitude in the 

concentration of Hg (Figure 3.7A &B), yet not different enough to separate them into other 

groupings at this time. When more sources are found to compare with, this group may be 

revisited. 

3.4.6 Group VI 

     The sixth group (Figure 3.7C & D) contains artifacts RLAKE, 173, 820, 2158, 2225, 

8572, and 8584. This group is characterized by high Ag vs Pb relationships (16.7 – 11458 

ppm Ag vs 0.14 – 91.2 ppm Pb), high Hg vs Bi relationships (3.2 – 315 ppm Hg vs 0.00 – 
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1.28 ppm Bi), and high Zn vs As relationships (3.5 – 993 ppm Zn vs 0.71 – 43.7 ppm). Sn 

is also more concentrated than Sb and Te which is the separator between groups five and 

six. The relationship between Sn (0.09 – 5.53 ppm), Sb (0.04 – 1.5 ppm) and Te (0.01 – 

0.82 ppm) is a linear decreasing one whereas in group five there is more scatter in the 

relationship between these three elements. Group six does not present with the best 

homogeneity as compared with the other provenance groupings, as there is variation in the 

orders of magnitude between each of the artifacts, as well as significant variation in Pb 

(0.14 – 91.2 ppm), Cd (0.04 – 5.87 ppm), In (0.00 – 0.27)  and to a lesser degree, Zn (3.5 

– 993 ppm). Artifact 820 also presents with diagnostically higher Au (0.003 ppm), as 

compared to the rest of the artifacts in this group after the reduction by Fe has taken place, 

however when looking at the artifacts not reduced by Fe (0.02 ppm) artifact 820 falls better 

into the grouping presented here.   

3.4.7 Group VII 

     The seventh provenance group created (Figure 3.7E& F) has significantly higher Ag vs 

Pb (34 – 4494 ppm vs 0.13 – 5.22 ppm) and Hg vs Bi (0.54 – 86.3 ppm vs 0.00 – 0.11 ppm 

relationships, however the relationship between Zn (0.76 – 41.3 ppm) and As (1.17 – 41.4 

ppm) is much smaller than the others. Sn is also much more concentrated in this group than 

in group eight, ranging between 0.32 and 3.45 ppm. After the Fe reduction had taken place, 

the orders of magnitude of trace element signatures are quite different (Figure 3.7E& F), 

however the patterns remain similar amongst the artifacts. Another notable difference in 

this group compared to the others is the enrichment of Te compared to Sb. In the majority 

of artifacts, the concentration of Sb (0.03 – 0.09 ppm) has often been higher than that of 

Te, yet in this group it remains the opposite with Te concentrations ranging between 0.04 
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and 0.19 ppm. Differences in the concentration of Cd (0.03 – 0.71 ppm) and In (0.00 – 0.54 

ppm) are notable in the group, yet again, not significantly enough to warrant separation 

into additional provenance groups. Artifacts sorted into the seventh provenance group 

include 851, 859, 863A, 863B 8577, and 8581.    

3.4.8 Group VIII 

     Artifacts 8610 and 8590 have chemistries different enough to warrant an additional 

provenance grouping (Figure 3.8A&B). This group contains a higher Ag (29.7 – 78.1 ppm) 

vs Pb (1.35 – 1.48 ppm) relationship, however the concentration relationship between Hg 

and Bi is unique to this group as the concentrations of Bi (1.63 and 0.21 ppm respectively) 

are higher than those of Hg (0.46 and 0.59 ppm respectively). Also notable relationships 

exist between Zn and As where Zn concentrations are 60.1 ppm for artifact 8610 and 80.7 

ppm for artifact 8590, and As concentrations are 41.4 and 15.2 ppm for each respective 

artifact. Similar relationships exist in the relationship between Sn and Sb. Most other 

groupings show higher Sn or higher Sb, yet in group eight, the concentrations of these 

elements are very similar with Sn concentrations of 0.24 and 0.19 ppm, and Sb 

concentrations of 0.33 and 0.15 ppm for artifacts 8610 and 8590.   

3.4.9 Group IX 

     Provenance group nine (Figure 3.8C &D) has diagnostically high Ag (14.4 – 559 ppm) 

to Pb (1.44 – 56.5 ppm) and higher Zn (78.8 – 1042 ppm) to As (6.1 – 112.3 ppm) 

relationships, with moderate to low Hg (0.28 – 5.41 ppm) to Bi (0.07 – 2.56) relationships. 

However the notable relationship in this group is that which exists between Sn (0.39 – 86.7 

ppm), Sb (0.07 – 1.33 ppm) and Te (0.01 – 1.25). Even after the reduction by Fe has taken 

place (Figure 3.8D) there is still a significant enrichment in the concentration of Sn in this 
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artifact group. Variation among this artifact group exists in the concentration of Cd (0.10 

– 3.03 ppm), Te, and Au (0.00 – 0.25 ppm). Differences in the concentration of Pb are 

visible before the reduction by Fe (Figure 3.8C) had taken place yet afterwards, these 

differences are slight. Artifact 821 also contains a greater concentration of Au than in the 

other elements (0.25 ppm), however the remainder of the relationships in the other elements 

are well enough to include that artifact in this provenance group.  

3.4.10 Group X 

     The final provenance group created from this study contains artifacts 8576, 8589, 8591, 

8592, 8595 and 8598 (Figure 3.8E& F). This group is characterized by high Ag vs Pb (40.6 

– 479 ppm vs 0.21 – 50.4 ppm), and Zn: As (19.2 – 1511 ppm vs 0.75 – 25.9 ppm) 

relationships. The tenth provenance group has a significantly lower Hg vs Bi relationship 

as compared with the others (0.29 – 1.63 ppm vs 0.06 – 0.89 ppm), as well as a decreasing 

relationship between Sn (0.28 – 23.2 ppm) Sb (0.04 – 1.05 ppm) and Te (0.02 – 0.46 ppm) 

which separates these artifacts from the previous group. Variation of this grouping exists 

between Pb (0.21 – 50.4 ppm) and Cd (0.06 – 2.89) and in some instances In (0.00 – 2.16 

ppm). These variations are viewed in lesser extent after the reduction by each respective 

concentration of Fe (Figure 3.8F). Overall, the concentration relationships of Ag vs Pb and 

Zn vs As are still high after the reduction has taken place (Figure 3.8F), and many of the 

patterns are still similar, yet the differences and variations of most elements are only seen 

in the non-reduced versions of the trace element patterns(Figure 3.8E).   
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4.0 Discussion 

4.1 Provenance Groups and Source Location 

     The final fifty seven copper artifacts were compared against the six native source 

locations, and the expectation was to see all of the trace element signatures match those of 

Michigan USA, based on previous studies performed (Hancock et al. 1997; Rapp et al. 

2000; Levine, 2007; Cooper et al. 2008;). However upon comparison of trace element 

concentrations between all fifty three artifacts with six different samples from copper 

mines in Michigan, none of the artifacts in this copper collection were a match. The 

concentration of As in the Michigan samples relative to the other samples, was too high. 

When compared to the other samples, there were artifacts that match copper from Nova 

Scotia, European sources, and unknown locations. Table 4.1 summarizes all provenance 

determinations. 

4.1.1 Cap d’Or 

     Provenance group V (Figure 3.3, artifacts 8566, 8579, 8580, 8582, and 8594) have trace 

element chemistry that match the samples from Cap d’Or.  The artifacts have similar 

relationships of the indicator elements such as Ag and Pb, Hg and Bi, Ni and As. When not 

reduced by the Fe content (Figure 3.2) the artifacts in this provenance group appear to have 

similar relationships compared to the source samples, albeit in lower orders of magnitude. 

This could be attributed to a number of different factors, such as weathering and the 

production of corrosion material (Dussubieux et al. 2008), referred to in this paper as 

patina, exact area where the copper was collected (cliff face copper vs copper from the 

centre of the deposit) and treatment and conservation products. An argument for the use of 

Nova Scotian copper was made in the accounts of Samuel de Champlain when he and his  
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French explorers visited what is now North America “I went to the river St John, to find 

the Indian named Secoudon… Having found him I begged him to accompany us to which 

he very readily agreed and came with us to show [the copper] to us…” (Biggar, 1992, in 

Levine, 2007). This historic passage dates back to 1604 when Champlain arrived in the 

Bay of Fundy, and affirms that local aboriginal peoples did have knowledge of native 

copper present in Nova Scotia. Other studies, namely Rapp et al. 2000; Levine, 1996, 

2007a, 2007b; Hill, 2012, have all hypothesized that samples could come from Nova 

Scotia, however the samples used in those studies were from Cumberland County – where 

Cap d’Or is found. This limitation of samples from only one area of the province, can be 

misleading. At one time the pre-contact archaeologists believed that all copper came from 

Michigan, and we now know this not to be the case, so why limit all source copper samples 

to one area of this province? By sampling more copper deposits and copper occurrences in 

Nova Scotia, we’ve begun to create a larger copper database for comparisons with other 

artifacts. 

4.1.2 Margaretsville 

     Source samples from Margaretsville contain diagnostically high concentrations of Ag. 

All artifacts that also contain high Ag concentrations and low Pb concentrations, were 

compared to the Margaretsville sources, however only provenance group I, was determined 

to match the Margaretsville copper. The artifacts from Margaretsville have trace element 

patterns similar to the native source samples but again the exact concentrations appear 

lower after the reduction by Fe.  Similar to the Cap’ d’Or samples, this could be a function 

of weathering processes, and geochemical zonation in the copper being used. Dussubieux 

et al. (2008) also describe in depth how different elements such as Pb and Zn are distributed 
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through copper samples that have been subject to major corrosion and how samples that 

have a thick coating of patina, tend to be preferentially depleted in Zn. In the case of the 

artifacts from Margaretsville, we see that as Zn is depleted from the samples, As is as well. 

These relationships are important to understand not only as geochemical signatures at the 

time of sampling, but also regarding how elements behave in the copper over time.  

     Also important in the understanding of trace-element patterns in copper, is how the 

people using the copper were working this malleable metal. Ethnologists, and historians 

have known for years that for people in North America, the best way to work with copper 

at the time, was to anneal it by rolling and hammering pieces together (Hancock et al. 1991; 

Fitzgerald et al. 1993; Hancock et al. 1995; Leonard, 1996; Erhrhardt et al. 2000; Bourque 

2001; Fenn, 2001; Hancock et al. 2007; Lattanzi, 2007; Cooper et al. 2008; Erhrhardt, 

2009; Cooper, 2011; Hill, 2012; Michelaki et al. 2013). This method as it did not involve 

heat, or smelting processes, would only account for element transfer to the outer coating of 

the copper artifacts, and would no contaminate all the way through to the core of the copper 

sample (Harbottle et al, 1982; Jackson, 1992; Fitzgerald et al. 1993; Junk, 2001; Kennet et 

al. 2001; Aeschliman et al. 2004; Hancock et al. 2007; Frame et al. 2013.) Trace element 

fingerprints for copper that has been smelted or alloyed – such as the samples from 

European sourced copper, are very easily distinguished from non-smelted copper 

(Turgeon, 1990; Fitzgerald et al. 1993, Whitehead et al. 1998; Levine 2007; Dussubieux et 

al. 2008). 

  4.1.3 European 

     Nine of the artifacts sampled, contained trace elements with chemistry that were well 

above the other forty six artifacts in terms of concentration. These artifacts were not 
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sourced from samples found in North America and in fact come from the early contact 

period when aboriginal people were trading with the European settlers. Large copper-

alloyed kettles were brought over by the French and Spanish (Mason, 1981; Turgeon, 1990; 

Hancock et al., 1991; Biggar, 1992; Fitzgerald et al., 1993; Hancock et al., 1995; Leonard, 

1996; Wilson et al., 1997; Whitehead et al., 1998; Moreau & Hancock, 1999; Rapp et al. 

2000; Bourque, 2001; Fenn, 2001; Glascock & Neff, 2003; Anselmi, 2004; Levine, 2007;  

Dussubieux et al., 2008; Ehrhardt, 2009; Cooper, 2011; Hill, 2012; Hodge et al., in 

preparation) and these “copper kettles were not as pure as the native American Copper 

(Turgeon, 1990; Fitzgerald et al., 1993; Moreau & Hancock, 1999; Dussubieux et al., 2008; 

Lattanzi, 2008;) as they had been smelted by the Europeans and other metals had now been 

contaminated into the copper. Much like the work done by Dussubieux et al. (2008) in this 

study, we discovered that certain elements, notably Fe, Cr, and S, were being over reported 

by the data reduction methods when the purity of copper was imputed as 99%. After seeing 

the over estimation of these elements, the artifacts were then analyzed by a SEM (Figure 

2.1D) and it was determined that the concentration of copper was between 95 and 97 

percent pure copper. After this had been changed the concentration of many of the trace 

elements remained orders of magnitude higher than those found in North America. These 

artifacts match sources from Spain, Germany and Sweden and refined European copper, 

copper- Zn alloys, and copper- Zn- Sn alloys (Hodge et al. in preparation). According to 

Turgeon (1990), aboriginal peoples would often reuse and recycle many of their goods into 

other things, and that is what I suggest has happened to the artifacts that match the 

European samples. Some of the samples that match the high copper-Zn alloyed metals, are 

consistent with brass kettles that were brought over by the French, and have been found in 
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areas of the province (Turgeon, 1990; Hancock et al., 1991; Whitehead et al., 1998; Levine, 

2007; Dussubieux et al., 2008). 

4.1.4 Artifacts with undetermined provenance groups 

     Three different provenance groups formed in the study, were found to match three 

different source areas, two in Nova Scotia, and then one group from Europe which is 

consistent with the literature (Turgeon, 1990; Fitzgerald et al., 1993; Moreau & Hancock, 

1999; Dussubieux et al., 2008; Lattanzi, 2008;). This still leaves seven provenance groups 

of the ten unaccounted for. One would think that there would be artifacts that match the 

Michigan samples as mentioned by other sources (Harbottle et al., 1982; Hancock et al., 

1991; Ehrhardt et al., 2000; Rapp et al., 2000; Anselmi, 2004;Cooper, 2011; Michelaki et 

al., 2013; Abel & Burke, 2014), however in this study, all of the Michigan source samples 

contained higher than average concentrations of As, much too high to match any artifacts 

present in the collection from the Nova Scotia Museum. A much larger known copper 

source location database must be created using LA-ICP-MS methods in order to have a 

higher certainty and understanding of provenance determinations. Work on narrowing 

down the exact source locations of the European artifacts, is being continued by Hodge et 

al. (in preparation.) Emphasis must be placed on the collection of more samples from places 

in north eastern North America such as has been suggested by Levine (2007a; 2007b). 

Comparisons must be made against sources from Newfoundland, New Brunswick, Quebec, 

Maine, New York, New Jersey etc. and with hopes of the comparisons being made by LA-

ICP-MS. By expanding the collection of source samples, exact provenance of the 

remaining seven groups could eventually be made. This would inform the reconstruction 

of trade networks as currently understood, as well as contribute to a deeper understanding 
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of how local aboriginal people were evolving their copper technology. For anyone 

continuing studies such as this, expanding the database of sources is imperative. 

4.2 Laser ablation as an archeological tool 

     The use of laser ablation in chemical analysis is not a new notion. There have been 

scientists using laser ablation as far back as the early 1980s (Gray, 1985; Jackson et al., 

1992; Aeschliman et al., 2004). However only recently has it been put to the test in 

archaeology (Junk, 2001; Garrison, 2003; Aeschliman et al., 2004; Cooper et al., 2008; 

Dussubieux et al., 2008; Lattanzi, 2008; Hill, 2012). Dominant methods for chemical 

characterization of trace elements were, for the most part, X-Ray Florescence (XRF) 

(Harbottle et al., 1982; Wisseman et al., 1998; Fitzgerald et al., 1993; Kobyliński et al., 

1993; Bendall, 2003; Garrison, 2003; Constantinescu et al., 2001; Rapp & Hill, 2006; Abel 

& Burke 2014) and Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis (INAA) (Rapp Jr et al., 

1984; Turgeon, 1990; Hancock et al., 1991; Fitzgerald et al., 1993; Hancock et al., 1995; 

Leonard, 1996; Whitehead et al., 1998; Levine, 1999; Moreau & Hancock, 1999;  Rapp et 

al., 2000; Garrison, 2003; Glascock et al., 2003;Anselmi, 2004; Rapp & Hill, 2006; 

Hancock et al., 2007; Levine, 2007a, 2007b; Mulholland & Pulford, 2007; Cooper et al., 

2008; Pevarnik et al., 2008; Erhardt, 2009; Klein et al., 2010; Frame et al., 2013; Michelaki 

et al., 2013). These methods were considered for the most part to be the most non-

destructive methods for chemical characterization of historical artifacts – until now. XRF 

and INAA methods require small pieces (no less than 100mg) of the artifact to be removed 

such as filings, or scrapings of the artifacts, whereas LA-ICP-MS can be performed on the 

entire artifact as one intact piece. The challenge with mounting the entire artifact into the 

ablation cell, is that pieces that are mounted are restricted by their size in the cell 
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(McFarlane, 2013 pers. comm.) Some pieces such as tiny artifacts like 863A and 863B, 

can be held in paraffin wax in hollowed epoxy pucks as mentioned above, and others can 

be mounted in bricks of paraffin wax to allow for stability. Overly large artifacts can have 

small portions of their edges analyzed as well, as was the case with 8609. A piece of the 

artifact which had already been compromised (<0.05 mg), was loaded into the ablation 

chamber and analyzed in lieu of the entire pot.  Neutron activation also has the bonus 

addition of radiation in its methodology which means samples that have been analyzed 

cannot be returned to the collection. (Glascock et al., 2003; Rapp & Hill, 2006). Using laser 

ablation in the above mentioned methods, artifacts were able to be loaded directly into the 

ablation chamber, analyzed and then returned to the collection (Figure 2.1). LA-ICP-MS 

methodologies also have the added benefit of being a method of conducting in-situ analyses 

and not just bulk analyses (Aeschliman et al., 2004; Dussubieux et al., 2008; Cooper et al., 

2008; Hill 2012) This means that any micro-inclusions of other minerals can be identified, 

and if need be, excluded (Figure 3.9, 3.10), whereas bulk analyses of the artifacts by INAA 

does not allow for this component. As the majority of provenance studies have stated the 

Michigan has been the most important source of copper this again brings into question how 

precise the INAA methods may actually be (Rapp Jr et al., 1984; Turgeon, 1990; Hancock 

et al., 1991; Fitzgerald et al., 1993; Hancock et al., 1995; Leonard, 1996; Whitehead et al., 

1998; Levine, 1999; Moreau & Hancock, 1999;  Rapp et al., 2000; Garrison, 2003; 

Glascock et al., 2003;Anselmi, 2004; Rapp & Hill, 2006; Hancock et al., 2007; Mulholland 

& Pulford, 2007; Cooper et al., 2008; Pevarnik et al., 2008; Erhardt, 2009; Klein et al., 

2010; Frame et al., 2013; Michelaki et al., 2013). If inclusions were present in the studies 

performed by the above mentioned authors, the data could have been potentially skewed 
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in favour of Michigan, when in actuality, they matched samples from north-eastern North 

America. The only way to verify this hypothesis, would be to retest all of the artifacts 

analyzed by other authors using LA-ICP-MS methods and comparing the results to those 

obtained using INAA. 

     In terms of the ability of LA-ICP-MS to be a non-destructive method of trace-element 

analyses, the process of actually creating laser – ablation pits is ideal in comparison to 

methods such as XRF and INAA, as there is no need to drill into the artifact to obtain fresh 

copper. As the laser ablation occurred, it removed the layers of patina until the freshest 

copper of the core was exposed (Figure 2.1). Doing this leads to no visible or structural 

changes to the artifact, as pits are only visible at the microscopic level. Once the analyses 

of the artifacts were conducted, select artifacts were then verified using an SEM to 

determine if fresh copper had been reached (Figure 2.1 E & F), and in this case it was. 

     Limitations to LA-ICP-MS are notably the size of an artifact, and the appropriateness 

of standards created by analytical laboratories. Artifacts that were larger than the ablation 

cell, and did not have any already compromised edges, were excluded from the study as 

there was no adequate way to remove a piece of the artifact without compromising the 

structural integrity of the piece, this however can be avoided in the future as manufacturers 

of these machines have already begun to build larger and larger ablation cells (McFarlane, 

2013 pers. comm.) Sizes and shapes of artifacts also presented limitations during analyses 

as irregular shaped artifacts had to be mounted in bricks of paraffin wax, but mounted in 

such a way as to still be visible and clear in the camera of the laser ablation chamber. 

Artifacts out of focus had to be removed from the cell, adjusted and then returned to try 

again this adds on to the sample preparation time, and eventually the analytical time which 
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is not always the most cost-effective way to analyze the artifacts, yet it still provides more 

accurate readings (Glascock, 2003; Rapp & Hill, 2006; Dussubieux et al., 2008; Hill, 

2012). The appropriateness of standards was an issue during the first round of analyses in 

June of 2013, whereupon it was discovered that standards from the National Institute of 

Standards and Technology (NIST) were not ablating the same way as normal native copper. 

The first standards were flakes of copper and as the laser was striking the flakes, they were 

not ablating small craters like what was happening to the artifacts. This meant having to 

search out new copper standards that had a wide variety of elements already quantified, 

like what was found with the standards from MBH lab. As these standards came as pucks, 

it was easy to cut off edges, and mount them in epoxy for analyses. Once analyses had 

begun, these standards were checked to see if the ablation method was working. After 

analyses, the new standard were compared against their standard concentration certificates 

to determine what elements were being reported by the laser in the correct and acceptable 

concentrations. Doing such a quality control check using laser ablation allows for more 

standards to be used in quantification to ensure the highest possible levels of accuracy for 

the concentration (Lattanzi, 2007; Dussubieux et al., 2008; Hill, 2012). Another way to 

ensure the best possible results for chemical characterization is to use LA-ICP-MS with 

other bulk methods such as solution ICP-MS, and INAA, much like the work done by 

Cooper et al., (2008); Dussubieux et al., (2008); and Hill, (2012). The down side to using 

multiple methods of comparison, is the cost that would be associated with multiple types 

of analyses. As its own standalone method, especially in terms of non-destructive, in-situ 

analyses, laser ablation appears to be the most appropriate method that we have today 

(Rapp & Hill, 2006; Lattanzi, 2007; Dussubieux et al., 2008; Hill, 2012). 
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4.3 Implications in archaeology  

     This study has attempted to address several questions, however it now seems to have 

posed more than answered. Questions such as: what tools the aboriginal peoples were using 

to shape their tools, and how those tools may have allowed for contamination to either the 

copper piece or the tool? Bourque (2001) suggests that the aboriginal people were using 

stone tools and implements to pull small pieces of copper out of outcrop and cliff faces. If 

this was the case, when they were using cold annealing techniques, how did they avoid 

getting small fragments of their stone tools in the copper, or did they? By using LA-ICP-

MS we can now begin to analyze micro-inclusions in the copper artifacts and continue 

working with archaeologists to determine if the inclusions are fragments or slags from other 

pieces or if they are geological inclusions, something already implied by Lattanzi (2007) 

and Hill (2012).  

     How and where aboriginal people were procuring the copper, whether it be from 

outcrop, or as many suggest: float copper moved during glaciation time (Turgeon, 1990; 

Hancock et al., 1991; Fitzgerald et al., 1993; Hancock et al., 1995; Leonard, 1996; 

Whitehead et al., 1998; Levine, 1999; Moreau & Hancock, 1999; Rapp et al., 2000; 

Mulholland & Pulford, 2007; Michelaki et al., 2013). Biggar (1992) suggests that the 

aboriginal people were picking it up off the ground and along beaches, however if copper 

was being collected from specific outcrops – as this study suggests, especially with the Cap 

d’Or samples – did these specific outcrops have a spiritual significance or were they being 

accessed just out of need, or convenience?. If this was the case, economic questions of 

supply and demand are then posed, and whether or not the limited availability of copper 

for use encouraged larger trade networks amongst several aboriginal groups and not just 
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necessarily other Mi’kmaq tribes. Turgeon (1990) talks in great detail about the 

significance placed on copper once it was in use, and how the Mi’kmaq were assigning 

spiritual meaning to different sources of copper. For example, aboriginal people believed 

that “red copper” – copper found and procured in North America was valuable spiritually 

and representative of blood, and that “yellow copper” – the higher Zn containing copper 

that was coming from the Europeans – was also special as it was unlike anything the 

Mi’kmaq could procure here (Turgeon, 1990). The findings in this study help to affirm that 

the Mi’kmaq did in fact highly value their yellow copper, as they would have been 

recycling and reusing it for other purposes. The artifacts in provenance group I have 

chemistries consistent with the literature for the type of copper being brought over by the 

Europeans as pots, even though the pieces look nothing like pots now. Larger pieces may 

have become damaged or no longer required and turned into something else, similar to 

what we see with the tinkling cone that is artifact 20. It is also possible that if one aboriginal 

group no longer needed specific copper items, they could have been trading with another 

group who then could have turned pieces into other things (Hancock et al., 1991; Turgeon 

1991; Fitzgerald et al., 1993; Whitehead 1993; Hancock et al., 1995; Leonard 1996;  

Whitehead 1997; Rapp et al., 2000; Bourque, 2001; Fenn, 2001; Lattanzi, 2007; Cooper et 

al., 2008; Dussubieux et al., 2008; Ehrhardt 2009; Klein et al., 2010; Cooper 2011; Hill, 

2012;  Michelaki, 2013). 

     Further work should also be done with archaeologists and environmental geologists to 

study soil samples from the archaeological sites, and better understand the weathering 

processes. Doing this will help to ensure a better understanding of how elements such as 

Zn are “preferentially depleted” in highly weathered samples (Dussubieux et al., 2008) and 
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how the trace elements may leech into the soil surrounding the immediate area the artifacts 

were uncovered. This could also be useful in better understanding how the reverse could 

happen, and trace elements from deep within the ground could begin to affect the chemistry 

of the patina coating an artifact, or even the artifact itself. This would be an additional 

check again to see if the patina of an artifact can be used to test for provenance and once 

again negate the requirement to have fresh exposed copper from an artifact.  
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5.0 Conclusion 

     The main goal of this study was to determine the geological provenance of copper used 

by the pre- to post-contact aboriginal peoples in Nova Scotia through non-destructive 

analytical methods. The ability to determine the original source of copper now contained 

within artifacts, and to discriminate between natural copper and copper of European origin 

helps to increase our understanding of the lives of aboriginal people, how they made objects 

of spiritual or functional value, where they travelled and who they traded with. Using a 

relatively non-destructive (compared to bulk methods used in other studies), it was possible 

to determine with an acceptable level of certainty, the provenance of approximately a third 

of the Nova Scotia Museum copper collection in this historical context. Three definitive 

groups were identified: two groups sourced from within what is now Nova Scotia 

(Margaretsville, and Cap d’Or) and one group of European-sourced copper (refined copper 

and copper-based alloys with Sn, Zn and other metals). These artifacts have been analyzed, 

and returned to the copper collection of the Nova Scotia Museum, to be curated for exhibits, 

and used again in future studies. No artifacts used in this study were compromised visually 

or structurally; there were no negative impacts to the value of these cultural objects. Rather, 

the study has provided an opportunity to develop positive insights concerning the copper 

procurement traditions of the Mi’kmaq who clearly utilized their own copper from outcrops 

in what is now Nova Scotia in conflict with the Lake Superior model, and concerning the 

trade and reuse of copper brought over by European settlers and explorers. Future work 

stemming from this project should include the creation of a larger database of source 

copper localities to explain (hopefully) the provenance of the remaining two thirds of the 

copper artifact collection that was not Michigan-sourced, nor from key copper areas of the 
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Bay of Fundy. Work in progress by Hodge et al. (in preparation) is narrowing down the 

sources copper used in the European artifacts. Increasing the size of the database for 

sources will aide us in understanding further copper was being gathered and how it moved 

to its final place in the possession of aboriginal peoples in Nova Scotia before its discovery 

through archaeological excavation. The project has raised several key questions that could 

be addressed through integration of the chemical provenance data and archaeological data 

as well as further study: 

1. Why was Michigan copper not used? Did this reflect a lack of trading relationship 

with other groups that had access to this copper? Was NS copper preferred because 

it was easier to manipulate and work (i.e., small crystals vs. large float fragments) 

or was it preferred because of spiritual connection or tradition? 

2. What are the sources to explain the seven unknown provenance groups? Were these 

local sources and if so, are the documented currently or historically? If they were 

sourced from other parts of what is now the Maritime region or north-eastern United 

States, how does this better inform us of the relationships between neighbouring 

aboriginal groups?  

3. Can the diversity in sources for artifacts recovered at an individual archaeological 

site reflect reuse of copper sourced from different areas over generations? Are 

variations in source material represented in artifact populations linked to the age of 

a particular area of the site and do these variations reflect changes in the availability 

of copper from different localities with time? 

4. Was NS copper more prevalent than previously thought? Given the limitations in 

bulk analytical methods discussed here, will reanalysis of samples from other sites 
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in North America by LA-ICPMS tighten constraints on copper provenance, 

revealing a greater role for copper from the Bay of Fundy region in North American 

aboriginal cultures prior to European contact? 

5. Where was the copper in European objects originally derived? Can constraints on 

their provenance and the production history for refined metals in Europe in general 

allow a better understanding of the age of sites of habitation, contact and trade 

involving Mi’Kmaq and European explorers and colonists? Can the chemistry of 

refined copper fragments be used to identify the European nation that brought the 

original objects (e.g., trade kettles) to eastern Canada? 
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